NEW GENERATION NEUROSURGERY
CLINICAL OBSERVER COURSE

DATES 2023, ZURICH
22.03. - 24.03. / 20.09. - 22.09.

CONTACT
ENDOMIN-COLLEGE
BIANCA WEIMERT
LEIBNIZSTRASSE 40
70193 STUTTGART
INFO@ENDOMIN-COLLEGE.COM
WWW.ENDOMIN-COLLEGE.COM
ENDOMIN NEW GENERATION
MINIMAL INVASIVE NEUROSURGERY
CLINICAL OBSERVER COURSE

The ENDOMIN College team is pleased to announce this new generation observer course on minimally invasive neurosurgery which is dedicated to neurosurgeons with valuable basic experience. Practically oriented lectures, extensive case discussions and numerous interesting live surgeries provide valuable knowledge and important tips and tricks to improve skills in minimal invasive neurosurgery and give instructions for avoiding surgical complications.

This exciting new training course is dedicated to you, the new generation of minimally invasive neurosurgeons. We are looking forward to welcoming you in Switzerland’s charming metropolis Zurich.

COURSE DIRECTORS

Nikolai J. Hopf, MD, PhD
Neurosurgeon
Zurich/Switzerland

Robert Reisch, MD, PhD
Neurosurgeon
Zurich/Switzerland

ON SITE SUPPORT

Nese Atilla-Hopf
ENDOMIN-College GmbH
Stuttgart/Germany

VENUE

Klinik Hirslanden
Witellikerstr. 40,
8032 Zurich/Switzerland

COURSE OBJECTIVES & HIGHLIGHTS

• hear practically oriented lectures on modern minimally invasive neurosurgery
• contribute to extensive case discussions by bringing your own cases
• participate in a step by step planning of complex procedures
• watch various interesting live surgeries directly in the operating theater
• learn practical tips and tricks to avoid complications
• understand how to introduce minimal invasive neurosurgery in your particular practice
• experience a new 3D camera platform during surgeries
• benefit from the experience of the course directors in teaching 500 participants
• enjoy an intensive exchange with the faculty and other participants

COURSE FEE

• Course fee 370 € (incl. VAT)
  the course fee includes the course, course dinner, coffee breaks and lunch
during course, hand-out

• Accompanying person 100 € (course dinner)

We recommend to book the following hotel:

SORELL HOTEL RÜTLI
Zähringerstrasse 43, 8001 Zürich
T +41 44 254 58 00
ruetli@sorellhotels.com
# PROGRAM

**1st Day**
- 7:45am: Meeting in the Lobby of the Hirslanden Klinik
- 8:00am: Live Surgery
- 5:00pm: End of the day
- 8:00pm: Course Dinner

**2nd Day**
- 8:00am: Live Surgery
- 5:00pm: End of the day

**3rd Day**
- 8:00am: Live Surgery
- 4:00pm: Discussion and closing remarks